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Dear Sir,

IN THE CASE; STATE VERSUS MR. OSCAR PISTORIUS: FORENSIC
INVESTIGATIONS

1. PERSONAL DETAILS
I am an INDEPENDENT FORENSIC BATLISTIC EXPERT, ID No: 460803

5C01 086, residing at 42 Jeanette Street, Kilner Park, Pretoria. My contact
details are as follows: Tel No: (012) 333-9707; Cell No: 082 558 8301;
P.O, Box 245L0, Gezina 0031.

THOMAS FREDERICK HERMANUS \A/OLMARANS
2. CURRICULUM VITAE

After I Matriculated in 1965 I did my National Service in the Infantry Unit

of the South African Army where I was trained in the use of different
types of fireprms. I then joined the South African Police where I received

further training in the use of firearms.
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Before I was transferred to the Ballistic Section of the South African

Criminal Bureau, now known as the Forensic Science Laboratory of the

South African Police Service, I was employed at the Forfeited and

Confiscated Firearm Unit located at the Quartermaster Stores, now known

as the Logistics Department of the South African Police Service, where I
gained knowledge on firearms and their mechanisms in general.

In Lg76 I was transferred to the South African Criminal Bureau and

trained in fingerprints classification. I was transferred to the Ballistic

Section of the South African Criminal Bureau and then to the Forensic

Science Laboratory of the South African Police as a firearms, ammunition

and tool mark examiner. During my service in the South African Police I
was seconded to the British South African Police in Zimbabwe (then

Zimbabwe Rhodesia) where I gained experience in the examination of

assault rifles as well as other Euro-Asiatic hand and shoulder weapons'

Since approximately L977 I have given expert evidence in the following

fields:
. Microscopic identification of fired bullets and cartridge cases;

. Microscopic identification of tools and tool marks;

. Photomicrography;

. The examination of firearms, the mechanisms of firearms and

ammunition;
. The identification, development and reloading of ammunition.
. Ballistics, which includes internal, intermediate, external and terminal

ballistics;
. Restoration of obliterated numbers on metal surfaces;
. The drafting of plans, photography and the reconstruction of alleged

crime scenes, including the use of chemicals for rendering evidence

visible.
. The examination of homemade firearms and devices.
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I have made professional visits to top international forensic laboratories
and organizations, including :

BKA (Bundeskriminalamt) L997, Wiesbaden, Germany;
FBI laboratories Washington DC, 1997;
AFTE seminar Washington DC, L997;
AFTE seminar Tampa, Florida, USA, 1998;
NRA National Rifle Association Washington DC.

During 2000 I was employed by the United Nations (International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia) in Kosovo as an alleged

crime scene of Crime Officer.

During the course of my career I have conducted more than 10 000

forensic investigations and have testified in more than 500 cases in the
RSA as well as in Namibia, Lesotho and Botswana.

I have been a member of the Association of Firearm and Tool Mark

Examiners since 1985 to 2011.

In 1986 I obtained a National Diploma in Police administration which has

the following relevant subjects as part of its curriculum: Bureau

Administration III and Investigation of Crime III.

The following firearms and ammunition manufacturers have been visited
by me for the purpose of extending my knowledge:

1. Vektor. Lyttelton Enginering Works (LEW) Pretoria: manufacturer
of a wide range of firearms.

2. Musgrave, Bloemfontein (Stopped manufacturing firearms around
1ee6),

3. Pretoria Metal Pressing (PMP): manufacturers of a wide range of
ammunition, for the military and private sector.



4. Somchem (Rheinmetall Denel Munition (Pty) Ltd (RDM))
manufacturer of a wide range of propellants for the use in military
and commercial ammunition.

5. Swartklip Products, Cape Town: manufactures of ammunition.
6. Impala Bullet manufacturers, Centurion, Pretoria
7. Nobeltec, Centurion, Pretoria: manufacturers of ammunition.
B. New Generation Ammunition, Pretoria: manufacturers of

ammunition.
9. Peregrine Bullets, Pretoria: manufacturers of bullets.

I am also accredited as a dedicated hunter according to the Firearms
Control Act 60 of 2000.

I am an aceredited Assessor with SASSETA"

I am registered with the Private Security Industry Regulatory Authority as
a security service provider.

I am in possession of a competency certificate to trade in firearms and
ammilnition.

I retired from the South African Police in 1992 and have since then
practiced as a private and independent forensic consultant.

3.

On t4 February 2013 I was requested to conduct an investigation at 286
Bushwillow Creseent, Silverwoods Country Estate, Pretoria. I first arrived
at the alleged crime scene on Sunday L7 February 2013 at 15h27, after it
had been released by the Police to me. At that stage the alleged crime
scene was secured by Platinum Risk Solutions and the key to the
premises was handed to me by Mr. Christiaan Stander at approximately
15h34. I entered the house with protective clothing. The alleged crime
scene was observed (walk through). I also took photographs. Mr van Der
westhuizen' ("van Der westhuizen") was also present and also took
photographs.



Mrs. Amelia Griesel and Estelle

approximatelY L7h4O and entered

protective clothing' Mrs Griesel

investigation on the alleged crime

It was found
apparentlY bY

allegedly been

4.
Pieterse from CSI Africa arrived at

the alleged crime scene whilst wearing

was aPPointed to do a fingerPrint

scene.

5.

that the main bathroom toilet door

the Police. It was later established

removed for purposes of safekeeping'

had been removed
that the door had

bullet found in the

to W/O H Botha on
On 18/02 /20L3 at 2L:44 I
main bathroom toilet bowl'

L9/02/2013 at the Pretoria

6.

removed a fragment of a

This fragment was handed

Regional Court.

7.

I was requested to be present when the

examined in-situ by Captain Mangena so

of certain of the events that had occurred

meranti wooden toilet door was

as to reconstruct the sequence

on t4/02120t3.

B.

on 08/03 l2oL3 the toilet door was examined in my presence and that of

van Der Westhuizen at the alleged crime scene by captain Mangena. After

the examination the door was removed by the Police for further

investigation and safekeeping. At that stage it was a police investigation

and I simply observed. van Der westhuizen and I took photos of some of

the reconstruction activities'

9.

At my request a piece of wood ("the sample") from the toilet door

handed to me by captain van Aardt' The sample was sealed by w/o
WAS

Van
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Staden in an SAPS evidence sealing bag PA600II432BLI, marked
"Boschkop LIO/2/2012 "Hout Deur stukkie" AAN. MNR. Wolmarans,
B/3/20t3" (photos 1 and 2). I handed this sample to Roger Dixon
("Dixon") on 10/02/20L4. Prior to handing this over to Mr Dixon it was
under my supervision and control at all times and there was no

interference with it.

Photo 2

10.

On 0B/1t/2AI3 the wooden toilet door was rehung in the doorframe by
two police officers, Lieutenant SK Modisane and Warrant Officer MP

Maponya. The following persons were present: officer Captain M van
Aardt, members of the legal team, Dixon and L Dixon and I proceeded to
conduct our own examination in the presence of the abovementioned
Police officers,

11.

On L5/L1/20I3 Dixon and I visited the Forensic Science Laboratory in

Silverton to examine exhibit material collected from the alleged crime
scene by the SAPS investigators. The examination was conducted in the

Photo 1
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presence of Captain C Mangena, Lt Col JG Vermeulen, W/O B van Staden,

Captain Mike Van Aardt, Ramsay Webber candidate attorneys Roxanne

Adams and Rohan Kruger. The exhibit material consisted of the firearm,

bullet fragments, clothing of the deceased, a cricket bat, the toilet door

and a removabte metal bath inspection plate, an 28/02/2014 I visited the

Forensic Laboratory to again weigh the bullet fragments. I also weighed

the bullets fired by Captain Mangena for test purposes. I also re-

examined the door. Captain Mangena and Col Niel Van Niekerk were

present.

L2" The firearm

Photo 3.

lZ.L Taurus 9 mm X 19 mm calibre self-loading pistol, model PTg17CS

with serial number TWI0B500. Magazine capacity is 1'7 rounds in

magazine plus one in chamber, total of 1B rounds.

13. The fragments and ammunition.
13.1 The ammunition used in this firearm was Winchester Ranger 127

grain +P+, produced primarily for Iaw enforcement and self-

defence. The bullet is a jacketed hollow-point bullet with

perforations designed to expand into sharp edges upon impact, and
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exhibits an extreme expansion effect upon impacting soft targets
(flesh),

73.2 It has been stated by Capt Mangena that the ammunition that was

used by the accused was Winchester Black Talon. This is incorrect
as Black Talon was never manufactured with a I27 grain bullet.
Ranger ammunition has the same effect as Black Talon.

L4. The door

L4.L Measurements were taken of the entrance holes on the bathroom
side of the door as well as of the exit holes on the toilet side of the
door"

14.2. The door was reconstnucted on the morning of L4/A2/2013 by Lt Col

Motha. In determining trajectories he used probes as shown on

photo 4, The door was removed on 15/02/2073. Measurements
were made by Captain Mangena on 08/03/20L3, when the door was
rehung at the alleged crime scene. Capt Mangena also used probes.

Photo 4 (Image 2995)
Lt Col Motha 20L3-02-L4

4 ,^,/ltlLejcF r )
13-03-08

(Image
gena 20

Photo
Captain M

*.:.

14.3 On 0B/17/2013 the
measurements and

door was rehung and we
do the necessary ballistic

were able to take
examination.



Horizontal m"affiments were Tqq", fI?T tf"'e f e-lt t.'and side of the door

in the bathroom and from the right hand
All the vertical mePsurement? $f

side of the door in the toilet'
made from floor level'

Width of doorf-ength/height of door
tutafk uP// = -15'31U1'.-'a', ..8,', and *1]//=

Wood thickness
*22.81mm

l-abel for
bullet hole
in door

Hole "A" -360.5 mm

Horizontal displacement

,-475.5 mm

Horizontal
Measure-
ment

Vertical
Measure-
ment

-935.5

Label for
bullet hole
in door

Hole "A"

Vertical

Horizontal I Vertical
Measure- | Measure-
ment

-341.5
mm

ment

-938 mm

^,19 mm

- 1045
mm

Hole *c' 
I -5Bo m* 

I 
-9go **

ffiment l-omm
I

Holg "D" Hole *D" I -630mm I -973 mm

Horizontal Vertical di acement I a:Z rn!!

Hole "E"
Hole'tF"

16.

SeveralattemptsWeremade,firstbyColMothausingprobesand
subsequentlybyCapt.Mangena,todeterminethefourbullettrajectories
usingalaser,probesandmeaSurements.Anumberoffactorscouldhave
influenced the accuracy of the trajectory of each bullet:

Hole "B"

Horizontal

Hole "B" ^,462 mm i -1042

Varticat OrsPtacement I --3 mm

Hole "C" -589.5 mm

-13.5
mm
-996
mrn

Horizontal displacement -9.5
mm
*975
mm

*635 mm

displacement -5mm
-890mm
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16.lThedoorpanelswerebrokenout.Inreconstructingthedoor,itis
unlikelythatthedoorwouldhavebeenreconstructedwithabsolute
aCCuracy.Slightdeviationsfromtheoriginalpositionduring
reconstructions would have had an influence on the accurate

determination of the butlet trajectories'

L6'zTheexactpositionofthemuzzleofthefirearminrespectofeach
shotfiredhastobeextrapolatedfromthedoorbackwards'When
thelaserispositionedatthepointwhereashotwaspossiblyfired
from, a variation of one millimetre (1 mm) of the position of the

muzzlecanhaveaninfluenceonthemeasuredtrajectories,even
over short distances'

16.3Thebulletshitthewoodendooratanangle.Thiswouldhave
causeddeflectionandinstabilityofthebullets,resultinginthe
bulletsexitingthedooratanangledivergenttotheanglethey
struckthedoorat.Thisdeflectionisnotpredictable.

L6'4Therepeatedprobingofthedoorforpurposesofdeterminingthe
trajectoriesduringreconstructioncouldhavecausedaslight
distortion of the bullet hole edges'

L7,

Thegeneraldirectionsofthetrajectoriescanbeobtainedbyusingthe
laserbeamsystem,probesorbyusingmeasurementsoftheentrance
andexitholesinthedoor.AllthreemethodsWereusedbymeduringthe
investigationofthedoor,andinapptyingallthemethodsageneral
direction of the shots through the door was obtained, without taking into

accountanypossibledeflectionsbyvirtueofthefactthatthedeflections
coutd not be accurately determined'

The deflections cannot be determined

is known from where the firearm was

accurately. unless the precise point

discharged, the Precise Point is

18.



1.1.

known where the bullet perforated the intermediate target and the precise

point is known where the bullet impacted last. Photo 6 shows deflection in

relation to the entrance and exit hole through the door. This

demonstrates that at least in relation to bullet hole "D" there must have

been defleCtiOn. BUllet hOleS "4", "B" and "C" Were nOt CUt apart, aS a

consequence of which, deflection could not be determined.

Photo 6.

The bullet hole marked "D" clearly shows the deflection of the bullet (curved

bullet path) as it passed through the tapered edge of the wooden door panel.

The thickness of the wood here was -15.31 mm.
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Photo 7'

The thickness of the main part of the door panels, in which bullet holes "A", "8"

and "C" were made, was -22'81 rnm'

19.

19.1 If regard is had to the above, any of the butlets entering positions

..A"- '.8". "C" and "D" On the toilet doot'could hatle caused the mark
ta I

at "E'. FurthermOre, if the mark at "E" WaS caused by a bullet that

deflected from the web of the left finger (wound 4'6) this could

have caused further deflection (from a Second intermediary target),

which again makes it difficult to determine with accuracy which

bulletmadecontactat..E,'anddeflectedto..F,,.

tg.2 Capt. Mangena used a laser to connect "B" and "E"' The diffiCUlty

with that is that a straight connection between "8" and "E" ignored

a Possible deflection.



19.3 Further, when the bullet impacted at \\E//

consistent with an unstable bullet. Instability
consistent with deflection.

it
in

13

caused a mark
this instance is

Ig.4 On the documents available to me Capt. Mangena did not test holes

"A", "C" and "D" in relatiOn tO "E" tO determine if defleCtiOn frOm

any of "A", t'C" and "D" could cause a bullet to impact at "E".

20.

On 26/03/20L4 I conducted tests with a similar type of firearm (a

Beretta), using the same ammunition, on the pantry door taken from 286

Silver Woods, a Meranti door, which appears to be identical to the toilet
door in the main bathroom. The door was constructed to simulate its
position at the alleged crirne scene and consisted of the same material

(solid varnished Meranti) as the toilet door. The test was done to
determine the followlng :

2A.i. The spread of wood splinters and possible bullet fragments exiting
from the door in the wake of the bullet (toilet side)'

20.2 Whether the abrasions and lacerations of the tissue in the vicinity of

the bullet wounds could be due to the wood splinters.

2L.

The tests were conducted as follows:

2L.L Using the same type of ammunition (Winchester Ranger 9 mm x 19

mm +P+ (Black bullet)).
21.2 Shots were fired from a position which had previously been

determined by Capt Mangena, and this was recreated by positioning

the door and the point of aim according to measurements made at
the alleged crime Scene to accord with Capt Mangena's

measurements and Positioning.
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2L.3 Witness boards were used at varying distances from 6cm to 60cm

behind the door to establish the distribution pattern of wood

splinters and fragments caused by the bullet perforating the door.

22. Photo 8

{.rlr'( ll ),, it t.z ,. /t" lt 3 .1 ,.;tn

Witness board at -6cm behind the dooi'to illusti-ate splinter dispersion

22.I The dispersion of the splinters on the witness board photo B at 6cm

indicates a small grouping/pattern around the bullet entranee hole

which shows consistency with the dispersion pattern of the

secondary wounds to the right upper arm (wound 4'5 see photo 24

below).

23.

Photo 9
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Witness board at -20 cm behind the door to illustrate splinter dispersion

23.I The dispersion of the splinters on the witness board in photo 9 at

20cm indicates a small grouping/pattern around the bullet entrance

hole, but a wider spread/grouping than that of 6cm, which shows

consistency with the dispersion pattern of the secondary wounds to

the right upper arm'

24.

Photo 1O

Witness board at -30 cm behind the door to illustrate splinter dispersion.

24"I The dispersion of the splinters on the witness board in photo 10 at

30cm indicates a wide spread/grouping of splinters around the

bullet hole, inconsistent with the dispersion pattern of the

secondary wounds to the right upper arm'
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25.

Photo 11

Witnessboardat-60cmtoillustratesplinterdispersion

25.L The dispersion of the splinters on the witness board in photo 11 at

60cm indicates a wide spread/grouping of splinters around the

bullet entrance hole, inconsistent with the dispersion pattern of the

secondary wounds to the right upper arm'

From the
deceased
bullet.

26.

above it can be inferred that the right upper arm of the

wasbetween6cmand20cmfromthedoorwhenhitbythe

27. The Cricket Bat

27.L.The cricket bat which was used to strike the panel of the toilet door

was examined together with the door itself'

27.2. The findings confirm that the cricket bat was used to strike the

upperrightsideofthedoorpanel,whichleftthreedistinctmarkson
the.doorconsistentwithmarkscausedbythecricketbat.The
marks at the toe end of the cricket bat are consistent with the

cricket bat striking the door at an angle'
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28. Bullet impacts on the wall

28.1 One of the bullets which perforated the door impacted the wall

opposite the door at point "E" (according to markings of capt
Mangena), ricocheted/deflected to the right and caused the ceramic

tiles at point "F" to fragment. A fragment (lead core, 65.9 grains) of

this bullet was found by me in the toilet bowl as well as a piece of

tile from "F" (see photo 12 and photo 13).

Photo 12 (Photo 189 - Image 272)

l: ;l
.. 'r: rr: l.;l
,,,"€:1,
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29. Clothing

Zg.L The vest (photo 15) of the deceased were examined to determine

the extent of damage caused by bullets, bone fragments and

possible wood sPlinters'

Photo 15 (also see image O371)
JIF

29.2 Exhibit Aa (marked by the police as such and as seen in photo 16A).

The front of the vest shows damage (a hole) caused to the right
front area of the chest (wound 4.4).The damage to the vest (the

hole) is ccnsistent with damage caused b'y the bullet fragment

marked aS "H", which WaS, according tO the post mortem repOrt,

retrieved from the clothing of the deceased (see photo 164 and 16B

below).
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29.3 Photo 16A (also see image 0358)

mx%rr

2g.4 Exhibit Aa (photo 164) is a close-up of the damaged area to the

vest shown in photo 15. It shows the large main hole and smaller

holes around it, with probable fragments of wood {si-:: i'=.-i.:!]:-0. ifil".'
'i.";ii,t,-.t,::;.r: .,.t,''i., I,,1.:i,), bOne and tiSSUe. The damage iS COnSiStent With

the "Abrasion 4.4" (Prof . Saayman's post mortem) and the bullet

fragment exhibit H which was found in the clothing during the post-

mortem. The bullet went through the right arm, shattered the

humerus, and penetrated the vest.



21.

Photo 168 (Image O38O)

try&/t*
-€ -ffim$tr/&*b'ttr

Photo 17 (mY irnage 1199)29.5
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29.6 The back-side of the vest (photo 17) was not damaged. If a bullet

fragment deflected to cause the injuries to the back of the deceased

as described in paragraph 4.9 of the post mortem report, it is
expected that it would have caused damage to the back of the vest

in that specific area" The injuries described in paragraph 4.9 are

seen on photo 29 below'

29.7 Photo 18 (Photo 11O4 - image 359)

*f,.'r,.*:ii:.

%'.,Y

29.8 Exhibit Z (Photo 18):
indicates the Position
wound 4.5 on the right

White shorts, front view. The blue arrow

of the bullet hole, which corresponds to
hip as described by Professor Saayman.

29.9 Phodo 19 (Image 360)
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Exhibit "Z" (photo 19): A close-up of the bullet entrance hole'

30. The wounds and their attribution

The wounds are referred to according to Prof Saayman,S notation in the

post mortem rePort:

MEASUREMENTSoFTHEwouNDPosITIoNsFRoI"|THEHEELoFTHEFooT'- rqnpe BY PROF G' SA|YMAN

-1700 mm above right heel
Wound 4.1' Head

Not measu red exl!-lryoUlE
Wound 4.2. Head

Not measurerl
Wounds 4.3(a) and 4'3(b) riqht arm

-1170 mm above right heel
Abrasion 4.4. Right chest'

*92O mm above
Wound 4'5. Right hiP'

Not measured
Wound 4.6 left hand

-920 mm aborellgh! heg
Abrasion 4.7. Left hiP'

Not measured
Abrasions 4'8. right arm

-1090 mm aborej.lgh! hse]
2 X Abrasions 4.9 back

No measurements given' lTug"
+gO tl"'o*t the height as B00mm
f ro m the I el!-lr e9l-.-?!-9!92q

Contusion 4'10 right buttocks

No measurements
Co ntus i o n +' 4-itS hl- n!Pi19

No measuremenlght eve 4.I2-
No measureln-gnlg

Riqht thigh 4.13'
No measurements

co ntusi o n |eft lqryS-Ll99--4Ja'
No measurements

4.15 no comment
No measurements

Minor contusions 4'16 left arm poorly delineated

No measurener'lgRiqhtthu@
No measurenlsnlg

Small contusi@
Tioht shoes

4. 20 blisters !g!!-!Llqgg
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31. The possible positions of the deceased behind the toilet door
at the time of firing the four bullets

31.1 It is not possible to determine with certainty the sequence of the

shots and the body position of the deceased.

32. Buttet hole "A" vs Wound 4,5, (Hip wound)

32.I The height of bullet hole "A" is -938 mm on the toilet (exit) side of

the door. This hole is consistent with the hip wound (4.5) measuring
*920 mm above the right heel. This is consistent with the deceased

being in an upright position at an angle to the door, possibly leaning

forward to some extent because of the eccentric abrasion ring

caused by a bullet striking the skin at an angle or caused by the

body Position.

32.2 According to the pathologists, the effect of this injury would have

been that the deceased's right leg became immediately unstable

and she would have been incapable of voluntary movement. She

would have started to collaPse'

PHOTO 20
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The position of the probe in the wound 4.5 at the post-mortem shows an upward

trajecto ry.

32'3 The two small abrasions referred to in photo 21 below (wounds 4'7)
were most likely inflicted when the deceased was still in an upright
position,

32.4 The abrasions or secondary wounds are consistent with being struck

by larger wood splinters dislodged by the passage of the bullet. It is

difficult in this instance to determine the proximity from the door

due to clothing that could have prevented injury to the skin caused

by wooden sPlinters.

Photo 21

*&sq;.
edliiis':

-'"'- a--r\'-

Wounds 4.5 and

33. Bullet hote "8" vs Wounds 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) (Entrance and
exit wounds to the right uPqer arm)

33.1 The abrasion wounds (wounds 4"4,) on the right anterior chest

could be related to entrance wound 4.3(a), and exit wound 4.3(b)

4.7



to the right upper
ol-€ -tL7cm above

arm. The height of
the heel of the right

these wounds
foot.
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(wounds 4.4)

Photo 27 ',, .,'.t.,,,

Wounds: 4.3a 4.LI 4.4 4.5

Photo 23

Exit wound right arm (wound 4.3b)

33.2 The abrasions or secondary wounds surrounding the entrance

wound to the right upper arm and to the right forearm can be

attributed to secondary missiles or wooden splinters emerging from

the door as demonstrated in the tests with the witness boards. The

spread or pattern of the abrasions, as seen in photos 24 and 25

i'r'j
l,l
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below is indicative that the arm was close to the door,

approximately between 6cm and 20cm from the door'

-+*ll;r.,L;o''t t-- ;; '- ''' 1t:"1;: 'rt ' '

J1fr

Photo 25 (Image 459)

34, Buttet hotes "C" and "D" vs Wounds 4,7', 4,2 and 4,6 (the head
wounds)

34.L Wounds 4.1 and 4.2 are related. Wound 4.1. is the entrance wound

and wound 4.2. is the exit wound to the head. Wound 4.I and
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wound 4.2 were either caused by a bullet perforating bullet hole "C"

or "D",

34.2 It is my opinion that the deceased was not in a standing position

when wounds 4.I and 4.2 were inflicted. This is due to the fact that
all the bullet holes in the door are in a lower position (maximum

height - I04 cm) than the measured height of the entrance wound

4'L (*170 cm)'

34.3 The wounds may be consistent with the deceased falling down in

the area close to the right side of the toilet bowl.

34.4 Due to the absence of abrasions or secondary wounds to the head

and face, it can be inferred that the deceased was not closer than

20cm irom ihe toilet door and was probably further than 60cm from

the toilet door at the time that she sustained the head wounds,

Photo 26

;*|S€"*:

Wounds: 4.2 4.L
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Wound 4,6 (the wound to the web35. Bullet Holes "C" and "D" vs
of the finger of the left hand)

Photo 27 'i ,''

Wound 4.6

35.1 This wound could have been caused by either a bullet that

perforated bullet hole "C" or hole "D""

35.2 The bullet that caused the injury to the web of the finger eould have

impacted at point "E" or could have caused the head wound (wound

+.1).

35.3 If it caused the head wound, the teft hand could not have been

against her head.

35.4 I am of the view that the absence of secondary wounds or abrasions

caused by wooden splinters to the left hand is indicative that the

left hand was 60cm or further from the toilet door at the time that

this injury was inflicted.
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36. Wounds 4.9 and 4.LO (wounds to the back)

Photo 28

36.1. Aceording to Capt Mangena the only bullet that perforated the door

which could have caused the injuries to the back is the bullet that
impacted at point "E" and deflected/ricocheted to point "F""

36.2 Although I disagree that the injuries to the back could have been

caused by a ricocheting bullet, I agree with Capt Mangena that none

of the bullets which caused the injury to the hip, upper arm and

head could have impacted at point "E" and "F",

36.3 I am of the view that the two abrasions in the midline of the back of

the deceased (wounds 4.9) were not caused by fragments of the
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bullet striking the wall at points "E", "F", aS stated in Captain

Mangena's evidence or by any of the four bullets.

3G.4 These wounds (wounds 4.9) are consistent with falling against a

hard blunt surface. This was referred to by Professor Saayman.

36.5 The bullet which hit "E" and ricocheted/deflected to "F" could not

have caused the injuries to the back because of what is stated

hereunder.

36.6 The following
referred to as

36.6.1

36.6.2

36.6.3

36.6.4

bullet fragments were found by the police (which are

marked by the Police as exhibit numbers):

B1- This is a fragmented jacket (the outer part of
the bullet). This fragmented jacket has two
grooves. An unfragmented bullet fired by this
specific firearm has 6 grooves. The fragmented
jacket weighs 13.3 grains and was found in the

bathroom next to the cricket bat;

82- This a fragmented jacket. This fragmented
jacket has two grooves. The fragmented jacket
weighs 9.8 grains and was found between the
door and the toilet bowl;

83- This is a fragmented bullet consisting of a

jacket fragment and core. The combined weight is
47 grains. This fragmented bullet was found at the
entrance to the toilet on the right hand side, close

to the door frame.

B4(a)- This is a fragmented jacket which has 3

grooves. The fragmented jacket weighs L3.7
grains;

B4(b)- This is a fragmented jacket with 4 grooves'

It weighs 11.4 grains;
36.6.5



Fragmented jacket B4(a) and B4(b) cannot
from the same bullet as combined they have

grooves;

84(c)- This is a fragmented core (the inner side of
the bullet covered by the jacket). B4(c) weighs
20.1 grains;

According to Capt. Mangenga B4(c) is a fragment
of the bullet which caused the head wounds (I
agree).

B4(d) is a fragmented core which weighs L3,2

grains;

"H" is a fragmented jacket found in the vest of the

deceased. It has 2 grooves and weighs 17.2

grains.

"J" is a fragmented jacket. The core weighs 70.5
grains and its fragmented jacket weighs 23.I
grains. Combined it weighs 93.6 grains;

"]" was found in the head of the deceased and is
probable the greater remaining part of the
fragmented core referred to above as B4(c).

'tK" is a fragmented core found by me in the toilet
bowl. It weighs 65.9 grains.
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be

7
36.6.6

36.6.7

36.6.8

36.6.9

36.6.10

36.6.11

36"6.L2

37.6.r3

37.7 The bullet which caused the hip wound (wound 4.5) did not exit;

37.8 The bullet which caused the head wounds probably consists of B4(c)

and "J" as explained above and as testified by Capt. Mangena; The

combined weight of "J" and B4(c) is 1L3.7grains. 13.3 grains of this
bullet dre unaccounted for and could have been any of the lose

fragments found such as "B1" which is 13.3 grains.
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37.g The bullet which penetrated the right upper arm and caused the

contusion of the chest of the deceased would have broken up' A
Ranger bullet (the same as a black talon) would fragment once it
penetrates flesh and bone. \\H'l (the fragmented jacket weighing

L7.2 grains) was found in the clothing of the deceased, which is

consistent with the contusion on her chest after entering and exiting

the right upper arm of the deceased. It is unknown what happened

to the remaining fragments of this bullet which caused the injuries

to the arm and chest; These fragments would have been small,

37.10Accordingly, the only remaining
at "E" and "F" which according
which caused the injuries to the

bullet is the bullet which impacted
to Capt Mangena this is the bullet
back.

37.tlThe larger fragment of this bullet (fragment *K') whieh impacted at

pOint \\E/' and \\F// WaS fOund in the tOilet bowl. The remaining

fragments of this bullet may be B4(a) and B4(d) or B4(b) and

B4(d). The bullet which impacted at "E" and deflected to "F" would

have lost most of its energy once it impacted at point *F". It is to be

expeeted that the fragment "K", after it had lost most of its energy,

would have fallen/rebounded from point "F" into the toilet bowl;

37.12The remaining fragments of that bullet would not have had

sulfficient energy to cause the injuries to the back of the deceased.

The injuries are also inconsistent with small fragmented pieces.

37.13The fragmented bullet "K", which rebounded into the toilet bowl,

would not have had sufficient velocity and remaining energy to
cause the injuries to the back.

37.t4Il is furthermore not possible for the fragmented bullet "K" to cause

the injuries to the back of the deceased and then rebound into the

toilet bowl from the back of the deceased. Such a trajectory is not

possible.
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37.15The trajectory of a bullet from "E" to "F" to the back of the deceased

would not align.

37.L6If the wounds to the back were caused by a fragment the fragment
would have damaged the fabric of the vest and there is no such

damage. The wounds are also inconsistent with wounds caused by a
fragment of this type of ammunition.

37.L7 Accordingly, Capt Mangena's evidence that the bullet which hit
points "E" and "F", ricocheted (from "F"), and caused the injuries to
the back of the deceased at the time that she was seated on the
magazine rack, cannot be correct.

37.1BThe only reasonable manner in which the injuries to the back of the
deceased could have been caused was when the deceased was

falling probably during the firing of the shots and her back came

into contact with a hard surface whlch could only have been the
magazine rack. This accords with one part of Professor Saayman's
reference to the injuries caused by a blunt object.

38. SUMMARY-O-F T-HE S-E8TIE.ILC_EOESHOTS AND BODY PqS-ITION
OF THE DECEASED

38.2 What can be determined, according to the pattern of secondary
abrasions caused by wood splinters from the door, is that the
deceased was in close proximity to the door when she sustained the
wounds to her hip and right upper arm. The distance of her right
arm from the door, at the time of sustaining the injury to her right
upper arm, was probably between 6cm and 20cm.

38.3 When the deceased sustained the wounds to her head and left
finger she was not in close proximity to the door according to the
absence of secondary abrasions caused by the wood splinters.



38.4 It is uncertain which bullet caused the injury to the web
finger (wound 4.6). It would probably be the bullet which
if her hand was not against her head but in line with her
bullet which caused the head wounds,
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of her left
hit "E" or
head, the

39. TRAJECTORIES OF THE FOUR SHOTS INTO THE TOILET DOOR:

39.1 According to the trajectories determined by me, I agree with Capt
Mangena that the accused was on his stumps when the four shots
were fired into the toilet door.

39.2 The version of the accused that he stood at the entrance to the
bathroom when he fired the shots is consistent with the trajectories,
the primer residue found at the light switch (by the Police- Inge
Jacobs) at the entrance to the bathroom, and the location of two of
the cartridges found in the passage and entrance to the bathroom
respectively.

40. THE BREAKING OF THE TOILET DOOR BY THE CRICKET BAT

40.1 I agree with Colonel Vermeulen that the cricket bat was used to
strike the upper door panel of the toilet door in order to break the
door open,

40.2 I also agree with Colonel Vermeulen that the door was first
damaged by the four shots, that perforated the door, and thereafter
by the cricket bat. This is illustrated in Photo 29 below showing
what the damage to the door would look like if the door was first
damaged by the cricket bat and thereafter by a bullet.
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Photo 29

41. SOUND RECORDINGS WITH CRICKET BAT AND gMM X 19I{M
FIREARM

41.1 On 2I/A3120t4 tests were conducted at the Blue Gum Valley
shooting range, an accredited shooting range/ at approximately
21:00. The range master was Mr Faan R.oets. The purpose of the
tests was to determine the resemblance, if any, of sounds nrade by

a ericket bat striking a door and a firearm firing shots. The door
which was used was a dooi- which had been i'emoved fi'om 2BG

Silverwoods Country Estates, Pretoria. The firearm which was used

was a Taurus 9mm x 19 mm pistol. The ammunition which was

used was L27 grain Ranger ammunition.

4L.2 In conducting the tests it was decided to:

4L2.I record the sound made by the cricket bat striking the door;

4I.2.2 determine the effects of the cricket bat striking the door;

4L.2,3 record the sound made by the discharge of the firearm.
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41.3 The recordings were made at a distance of 60 metres and 180
metres from the door.

4L.4 The following people were involved in conducting the tests and
recordings: Dixon, Van der Westhuizen, Hurter, Mr Hurter's
assistant Dirk Smit and I.

41.5 Andre Hurter of Montana Studios performed the sound recordings.
The following equipment was used to record the sounds made by
the cricket bat and the firearm at 60 meters and 180 meters:

Microphone:
Mic's
M icrophone a rra ngement :

Audio interface:
Computer and Recording Program:

2x Shure PG B1 Pencit

XY Stereo Configuration
PreSonus Audiobox USB

Macbook Pro / Logic Pro 9

47.6 The firearm malfunctioned after each shot, resulting in only one
shot that could be recorded at a time with manual reloading.

47.7 In oi-dei'to recoi-d shots fired in quick successioR/ a second series of
tests were conducted on 09/04/2074 at the same shooting range
and by using the same recording equipment as used previously. The
firearm used was a Beretta 9 x 19mm which is similar to the Taurus
previousl-v used. The erieket bat was not used. The persons present
at this test were Andre Hurter, Rikus Kruger and myself.

4L.B On 2L/03/2014 I positioned myself first at 60m from the door and
later at approximately 1-20m from the door. At both distances the
door was struck by the cricket bat and a shot was fired. Although I
am not a sound expert, I can state as a ballistic expert that the
sounds caused by the cricket bat hitting the door resembled the
sound made by a firearm, although not as loud. I must point out

at I have Tinnitus.


